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Kingston Systems Releases Control Systems 
Deficiency Knowledge Base 

Kingston Systems announces the release of its knowledge base of rig 
control system software deficiencies and improvement opportunities. 
This knowledge base represents the combined findings and learnings 
from past projects and contains collaborative input from operators, 
contractors and vendors. The learnings encompass controlled 
equipment from BOP to Drawworks and Drilling Control Systems.  
 
All Kingston Systems Inspectors use the knowledge base as a 
component of their tool kit, and it has been successfully applied on 
recent projects with dramatic impact to control system quality, 
inspection certification and reduced non-productive time (NPT).  
 
Statistics from recent projects reveal that 
on average, 75% of the issues contained 
in the database have relevant 
applicability, with an astounding 45% 
leading to identification of an issue for 
repair or remediation. While these issues 
range in severity, 20% are considered by 
the client to have a severity ranking of 
Level One; directly impacting safety or 
preventing full and robust operation of 
the equipment to its intended purpose. 
 

 

“These high numbers confirm the need for enhanced control system 
testing during the construction and commissioning of drilling equipment. 
The data demonstrates the capabilities of this powerful tool at the 
disposal of Kingston Systems Inspectors. Our inspectors are able to hit 
the ground running with access to this robust dataset of potential issues 
to review and research. It enables us to dive deeper into the controls 
and uncover and test other potential control and integration issues 
much faster than others; it’s a real competitive advantage.” – 
Christopher Goetz, Director of Business Development. 
 
 
 
More on Kingston Systems, this powerful tool and how it can be applied 
across projects can be found at www.kingston-systems.com. 
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